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SETTE™ 270W QUICK START GUIDE

Sette™ 270W
Remove the grinder, bin, power cord, and bean hopper from
the box. Install lid onto bean hopper. With the shutoff knob
facing the 11 o’clock position, line up the 3 hopper tabs
with the slots in the top of the grinder. Set the hopper in
place and rotate firmly clockwise until the hopper clicks into
place. Note: Grinder motor will not turn on with the hopper
removed. Ensure the shutoff knob is in the open position.
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Macro/micro grind size adjustment:
The Macro adjustment moves from coarse (31) to fine (1).
With the grinder running, turn the knob to the right to move
from coarse to fine. Espresso: start at 9E, Manual brew: start
at 20E. The micro adjust is the bottom ring, from finer (A) to
Coarser (I). Turn to the right to move from coarse to fine. The
micro adjust is stepless with guidelines for repeatability.

the lip of your portafilter, providing stability. This hook can
be rotated out of the way by pressing down on the hook and
then rotating it left or right. To return the hook to the center
position simply press down and rotate it back to center.

Convertible device holder:

When grinding directly into a port filter, you must first convert
the arms to portafilter mode and swing the hook to the
front. The hook is designed to support the top lip of your
portafilter. It is imperative that your hook is adjusted so that
your portafilter sits level. To adjust the hook, loosen the 2mm
hex screw that sits below the hook, adjust portafilter hook
up or down, and tighten screw once in the proper position.
If your grinder is under-dosing, most likely your hook needs
further adjustment.

The black arms that hold the grounds bin can also be used
to hold most popular brewing devices such as V60, Kalita
Wave, Clever, and Able Kone. To convert the arms to hold a
portafilter, push in on the right arm and swing it down and
to the left. To convert the arms to hold the grounds bin or
other brewing devices, push in on the right arm and rotate
to the right and up. The left arm will automatically move into
position. In the center, above the arms, is a hook for holding

Adjusting the portafilter hook:

WARNING: The Sette grinds at a very high speed, be careful not to overfill your portafilter
or bin! If a mound of coffee backs up into the chute it will clog the grinder.
Weight Based Grinding Operation:
Place the portafilter or the grounds bin on the arms. Press a
preset button (1,2,3). The screen will show the corresponding
programmed grind weight in grams. Press Start (>ll) button
to begin grinding. While grinding, the screen will count UP in
grams and stop when the preset weight is reached. When
the screen reaches the preset weight, the motor will stop
and the display will reset again to the programmed weight.
For manual quantities of ground coffee, press and hold the
START button until you obtain the desired amount of coffee,
then release the START button, the grinder will then stop
with the screen showing the total amount. To get out of the
manual mode, press STOP.
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Programming:
The Sette 270W is equipped with three programmable
buttons. The buttons are simply labeled 1,2,3. These
programmable buttons only adjust the desired grind weight,
they do not adjust the grind setting (i.e. Coarse/Fine). Each
button comes from the factory with the following presets:
Weight: 1=18g, 2=25g, 3=35g

Bag of Tools:
We have included a small bag with tools and shims.
5mm hex key used for removing the cone burr
from the holder.
Shims used for recalibrating the machine to a finer range.
2mm hex key used for adjusting the portafilter hook.

You can easily program more or less grams as follows:

Detailed instructions can be found in the full manual,
see link below.

1.

Select a Preset button.

Need Help?

2.

Press the up or down arrow buttons to adjust
the weight.

If you have any questions or concerns, please email:
support@baratza.com

3.

Once you have reached the desired gram setting,
press and hold the desired preset button for 3
seconds. The screen will blink to confirm the
setting is stored.

To program the other buttons repeat steps 1-3.

The full manual can be found on our website at:
www.baratza.com/documentation/
For video instructions and troubleshooting guides:
www.youtube.com/user/Baratzallc1/search?query=sette

SAFETY INFORMATION:
Please read the information below very carefully. It contains important safety information for this appliance.
Please keep these instructions for future reference.

!!

Use only with AC current and the correct voltage.
See the label on the base of the grinder to determine the
correct voltage.

!!

Only clean the grinder housing with a dry or slightly damp
cloth. Do not immerse the grinder, plug or cord in water or
any other liquid.

!!

Baratza will not accept any liability for damage, injury, or
warranty if the grinder is used other than for its intended
purpose (i.e. grinding roasted whole coffee beans) or is
improperly operated or repaired.

!!

This appliance can be used by children aged from 8
years and above and persons with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience
and knowledge if they have been given supervision or
instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way
and understand the hazards involved.

!!

Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by
children without supervision.

!!

Always unplug the grinder from the electrical supply
before assembling, disassembling or cleaning.
To unplug, grasp plug and remove from the outlet. Never
pull on the cord.

!!

Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children
aged less than 8 years

!!

!!

Do not operate the grinder with a damaged cord or plug.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by
the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified
persons in order to avoid a hazard

CAUTION: ALWAYS unplug the electrical supply
cord prior to cleaning the grinder.

!!

Do not leave your grinder unattended while turned ON.
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